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HiTech Events

Introduction
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Excogitare was founded in Milan in 2000 from the idea of professionals
whose experience started back in the 1980s, a period in which the first
visual communication methods were appearing on the market.
Thanks to this experience, Excogitare now offers its clients innovative
innovative
systems, technologies and productions for HiTech events.
The companys ability and sensitivity in integrating immediately with the
client allows to use to the maximum the technical resources available
available for
the project respecting the budget.
The staff at Excogitare represent the highest professional standards
standards and
skills in their specializ
specialized area, working both nationally and internationally.

"The original idea comes from seeing what all others have seen
and thinking what no other has thought.
(Plato)

Activities
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New Media
Media
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- Company Films

- Underwater & helicopter shootings

- Commercials

- Web sites

- Documentaries

- K2i - interactive USB key

- Institutional films

- SlideKit - web platform for PowerPoint

- Web Conferencing
- Stereoscopy in 2D-3D computer graphics
and live multi-camera shootings
- Animation in 2D-3D computer graphics
- CD-Rom
- DVD
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presentations
- Productions for Digital Signage
- 2D-3D graphics for multi-video
projection
- LIVE films for multi-video projection
- Multi-camera filming for immersive
180° or 360° visualisation

Activities
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PROJECT - HIRE - SALE - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

®

Technologie
echnologies
s

- Sound systems

- Conference systems

- Multi-video projection

- Mobile van for audio - video and data

- Interactive floors
- Business television
- Multimedia satellite services
- Streaming communication services
- Simultaneous translation services
- Electronic voting systems
- Lighting
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direction
- Truss structure
- Interactive totems
- Laser shows
- 3D Cinema
- Video-conferencing
- Digital signage

Activities
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PROJECT - HIRE - SALE - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

®

- Indoor and Outdoor LED walls also with
6mm pixel pitch with concave and convex
installation

Large
Lar
ge Scre
Screen Displa
Display
ys

- Projectors DLP and LCD technology from

- Touch screen monitors
- Projections on steam wall
- Screens:

3.000 to 25.000 ANSI Lumen

Active LCD

- Rear-projection systems with self

Fresnel

standing structure from 67 to 300
Holoscreen
- Plasma wall with 42 seamless plasma
screens from 2x2 to 6x6 configuration

Custom size for front and back projection

- Plasma screens from 42 to 103

Inflatable Outdoor screens

Full HD
- LCD screens from 17 to 46
- Rear projection videowall from 40 to
67 in multiple configuration
- 360° round LED displays
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EXHIBITIONS
client: ANCE
National Builders Association
VENICE - BIENNIAL
The project was designed by Antonio Citterio and Partners
Design Studio of Milan.
Excogitare dealt with setting up technology in the Pavilion and
produced an institutional film for ANCE.
Automatic management of all multimedia effects and hardware/
software integration for a two and a half month event without
the need of any technical support.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
CONVENTIONS
client: ALTANA Pharma
GOOD TO GREAT & "GLC"

ALTANA Pharma Strategy Conference
2003 - MIAMI - FLORIDA
2004 - SEVILLE - SPAIN
2005 - DUBLIN - IRELAND
Annual conference of Senior Executives of a medium size
pharmaceutical company. The meeting included a series of sessions
combined with activities and social events.
Through synergy with its partners, Excogitare designed the event,
took responsibility for logistics, design and technical set-up.
Excogitare also conceived all incentive related activities meeting the
clients needs and guaranteeing the success of the event.
Excogitare produced all multimedia images supporting the event and
also the backstage convention film.

Experiences
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EVENTS
client: Ermenegildo Zegna
TROFEO ZEGNA
Spring Regatta
PORTOFINO

In splendid Portofino, an annual event created and promoted by the
Zegna family.
REGATTA
360° shootings of the regatta.
Fixed cameras in the harbour, mobile cameras on the support vessels
and under-water cameras.
Live post-production with screen viewing of the regatta in the main
square of Portofino.
PRESS CONFERENCE
Excogitare handled the technological set-up including: audiovisual
direction, sound system, large screen displays, TV coverage,
simultaneous translation, post-production, production of slide shows
and videos.
CASTLE PARTY
Audiovisual support throughout the evening. Shooting of the event.
PRODUCTION
The "Zegna Trophy" film.

Experiences
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CONGRESSES
client: ALTANA Pharma
Respiratory Division
AAAAI, ATS, COPD4, EAACI, ERS, IPCRG, WAM

San Diego, Orlando, Paris, Amsterdam, St. Petersburg, Melbourne
San Antonio, Berlin, Bangkok, Copenhagen...
...just a few of the venues for global pharmaceuticals conferences.
Since 2001 Excogitare has managed all technology applications,
video productions and multimedia activities of these conferences.
An efficient and professional service anywhere in the world.
- Exhibition Booth
- Poster 2 View
- CME Programs & Symposia
- Press Conferences
- Social Activities
- Multimedia and Video Productions

Experiences
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CONGRESSES
client: AMGEN
EULAR Annual European Congress of Reumatology
Prague - Czech Republic
PRODUCTION
A journey through the human body:
- 12 plasma monitors creating the glass nose of a submarine
- 12 "5-minutes" 3-D cartoons, each with video server
for the automatic management of multimedia effects
- Audio Dolby Surround

Experiences
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CONGRESSES
client: ALTANA Pharma
Gastroenterology Division
DDW, ECN, UEGW, WCOG

Chicago, Atlanta, Orlando, Copenhagen, Bangkok, Prague, Bruxelles
Hamburg, Montreal...
...just a few of the venues for global pharmaceuticals congresses.
Since 2001 Excogitare has managed all technology applications,
video productions and multimedia activities of these conferences.
An efficient and professional service anywhere in the world.
- Exhibition Booth
- Poster 2 View
- CME Programs & Symposia
- Press Conferences
- Social Activities
- Multimedia and Video Productions

Experiences
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EXHIBITIONS
client: SWISSCOM
SMAU - MILAN ITALY
n. 8 - 42 back projection- systems for animated banner of 7 m.
Production of a film in multivideo projection with 5760 x 576
pixel resolution.
Use of a video-server for the automatic management of all
multimedia effects.

Experiences
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EVENTS
client: Ermenegildo Zegna
DALLAS - TEXAS
On behalf of Ermenegildo Zegna, Excogitare handled the entire project
process from the presentation of the storyboards to final installation in
the United States.
A 6-minute film with the history of the prestige Italian fashion house.
A mix of video contributions, images and graphics displayed on 3
screens creating a 10-metre viewing surface.

MUMBAI - INDIA
For the opening of the first large fashion POS in Mumbai, Excogitare
handled the inaugural event, featuring numerous celebrities from the
Indian city.

Experiences
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PRODUCTIONS
client: Helsinn Healthcare SA
LUGANO - SWITZERLAND
Modern, dynamic institutional film production of the
pharmaceutical group.
Design, creativity, storyboards, shooting and post-production.
Excogitare handled the entire production process.

Experiences
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EXHIBITIONS
client: B&B Italia
FURNITURE EXHIBITION - MILAN ITALY
A 20-metre screen inside the exhibition area.
A multivideo show created specifically for the event.
A special screen was used for viewing from both sides.
Production included photographical material from the company
archives, to illustrate the history of the famous GOING-UP armchairs
by Gaetano Pesce.

Experiences
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CONVENTIONS
client: Cattolica Assicurazioni
Annual Shareholders Meeting
VERONA ITALY
Since some years Excogitare is managing the AGMs and extraordinary Shareholders Meetings of the Italian Banking Group.
Facilities, audiovisuals, lighting and direction.
Professionalism is the basis of an event of this kind, where
thousands of people need to be able to follow speakers and vote on
motions put forward by the board.
Our group of professionals ensures that these events go smoothly.

Experiences
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CONVENTIONS
client: Banco Popolare di Verona e Novara
Annual Shareholders Meeting
VERONA ITALY
Since some years Excogitare is managing the AGMs and extraordinary Shareholders Meetings of the Italian Banking Group.
Facilities, audiovisuals, lighting and direction.
Professionalism and order are the basis of an event of this kind, where
thousands of people need to be able to follow speakers and vote on
motions put forward by the board.
Our group of professionals ensures that these events go smoothly.

Experiences
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EVENTS
client: HERMES
VARESE ITALY
An important event for the city of Varese : the opening of a new
Hermès store.
A party atmosphere in the main piazza under a canopy created
specifically for the occasion.
Live projections of the evening helped to make the atmosphere truly
shine !
Excogitare handled the big screen viewing of the shooting of the
event and post-production for a promotional film for the new store.

Experiences

Experiences
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THEATRE
client: ALTAGAMMA
DALL' ITALIA

One-act musical for ALTAGAMMA
TEATRO NUOVO - MILAN ITALY
Slide projections, lighting, sound in the auditorium, images by
multiple projection on a number of screens, co-ordination and
direction of the show.
Excogitare managed multimedia production for every company
involved:
Agnona
Alessi
Baratti & Milano
Brioni
Bulgari
Cà del Bosco
Della Valle
Etro
Fendi
Ferragamo
Ferrari F.lli Luinelli
Ferrè
Flos
Fontana Arte
Frette

Illycaffè
Kartell
La Perla
Les Copains
Loro Piana
Max Mara
Missoni
Pineider
Riva
Valentino
Valextra
Versace
Ermenegildo Zegna
Genny
Gucci

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
CONVENTIONS
client: CITIGATE GUNPOWDER
2

CONSILIUM EMC

Quark Hotel - MILAN, ITALY
Excogitare has managed during the annual event of EMC
"Storage Consilium" all technological and multimedial applications:
applications:
- turning into a show the presentations planning
- event shooting
- coordination and direction work sessions
- evening images in live projections
Excogitare handled the technological set-up as audio-visual direction
direction
and large screen displays, fulfilling client's expectations and ensuring
the success of the show.
EMC Corporation is the world leader in products, services and solutions
solutions
for information storage and its management.

Experiences
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CONVENTIONS
client: Banca Agricola Mantovana
Shareholders AGM
MANTOVA ITALY
7000 people under one canopy, specifically set up for the event.
Facilities, audiovisuals, lighting and direction.

Experiences
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CONGRESSES
client: Helsinn Healthcare SA
ECCO - PARIS
Palais dès Congres
Excogitare coordinated the project, the preparation and assistance for
the whole event in Paris. A modern, effective stand, full of
communication and innovative solutions.
To celebrate the events success, Excogitare organised a
"cocktail dinatoire evening for the client at the exclusive Paris
club "Pershing Hall".

Experiences
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PRODUCTIONS
client: NATURAL REGIONAL RESERVE
TEVERE - FARFA
STEREOSCOPIC PRODUCTION IN 3D COMPUTER GRAPHICS

A modern, attractive stereoscopic production for discovering the
natural wonders of the reserve.
A fantastic journey inside landscapes fully recreated by computer
where friendly animals teach us how to get to know, appreciate and
respect the environment.
Excogitare has installed 3 video-projection systems inside the Reserve
for showing stereoscopic film with the aid of polarised glasses.
We also dealt with the production of a demonstration trailer
(duration 730) in stereoscopic three-dimensional animation.
Video characteristics:
2 synchronous screen videos with 720 x 576 pixel  Pal resolution.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
EVENTS
client: SEGIS
MILAN

The opening event of the Segis showroom in the centre of Milan.
In collaboration with an architects studio from Milan, Excogitare
took care of the technological installation in one of the showroom
spaces and the production of a multi-video projection film on 3 screens.
An explosion of design, a journey through the Segis space.

Experiences
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CONVENTIONS
client: ZAMBON Spain
CATANIA

Coordination, logistics, design, preparation and technology.
Once again working closely with our partners ensured the
events success.
Excogitare dealt with the technological preparation, coordination
and direction of the event.
An active group of marketing managers from the Spanish company
worked to create a meeting full of creative and fun activities.

Experiences
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EVENTS
client: HBA Europe - Gala Launch Event
LUZERN - SWITZERLAND

Excogitare is the silver sponsor of HBA Europe.
Healthcare Businesswomen's association, one of the most important
American associations for women who work in the pharmaceutical
and health field recently opened its new European branch.
As a sponsor Excogitare took care of the technological preparation of
the opening meeting and the gala dinner.

Experiences
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CONVENTIONS
client: Novartis Oncology
FLORENCE

Audio, video, light and voting system preparation.
Direction and coordination.
Modern design and technology integrated perfectly with the
wonderful surroundings of an old eighteenth century hall in a famous
hotel in Florence.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
CONVENTIONS
client: Novartis Oncology
ROME

Audio, video and light preparation.
Direction and coordination.
Availability and flexibility allow us to find the ideal solutions for
every need.

Experiences
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CONVENTIONS
client: ALVESCO - ART Forum
BERLIN - GERMANY

Audio, video and light preparation.
Voting system and simultaneous translation.
Live filming, direction and coordination.

The ability to manage complex technology in a simple, flexible
manner is one of our organisations key points

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
EVENTS
client: Bloomberg
Via Montenapoleone - MILAN
During Christmas holidays the world famous shopping street
"Via Montenapoleone" was decorated in a very particular way.
The project was created by Ravelli & Castagna Design Studio,
Bloomberg sponsorized the event and Excogitare took care of the
production and installation.

Experiences
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PRODUCTIONS
client: Intesa BCI
CORPORATE DIVISION

Always looking out for new ideas, the Banca Intesas communications
department involved us in the creation of various films to be used
during the groups convention.
Classical, refined style obtained by producing on 35mm film and a
careful study of the messages used, thanks to which the men and
women who work at Banca Intesa became the exceptional protagonists
of the films, while carrying out their everyday work.
A solid image for an historical banking group.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
PRODUCTIONS
client: Fiera Milano
INAUGURATION OF NEW MILAN TRADE FAIR DISTRICT FIERA MILANO

For the inauguration of the new Milan trade fair district, we made a
film, starting with an archive of historical photographs of the city.
The difficulty in attributing dynamism to the static images was
overcome by reprocessing all the photos by computer.
The buildings, the sky, the monuments, the roads and the pavements
all take on shape and colour, narrating historical moments and
everyday life in the Lombard capital city.
A simple yet effective way of reliving past emotions.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
PRODUCTIONS
client: IPCAA
WWW.IPCAA.ORG

Excogitare took care of the design and the creation of the new
web site for the association IPCAA.
The aim of the project was not only to renew the associations online
image but also to create a new portal for associates only where they
can create an online archive of documents and data, exchange
opinions and messages, enrol for courses and book to take part in
meetings.
The intuitive interfaces all the contents to be updated simply and
immediately.
An example of how a representative web site can evolve towards
more complex scenarios of dynamic sites, integrated with company
procedures.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
EVENTS
client: Richemont Italia - Montegrappa
MILAN - OFFICINE STENDHAL

Excogitare took care of the technological part of the event for the
agency Barabino & Partners.
Production of video contributions, direction, coordination and
installation of audio, video and lights.
Filming of event and post-event film production.

Experiences
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INSTALLATIONS
client: PROFIT
PRODUCTION STUDIOS

Excogitare applies its own experience to searching for integrated
solutions for using visualisation systems in environments where
flexibility and simplicity of use are basic requirements.
Excogitare has supplied the PROFIT production studios with an
integrated back-projection system in a mobile structure that allows
it to be used in various situations.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
PRODUCTIONS
client: Novo Nordisk
MILAN ITALY
In conjunction with a communications agency of Milan, Excogitare
created a promotional film for the innovative product developed by
the Danish pharmaceutical company.
Co-ordination, direction, photography, choice of location, shooting,
post-production and graphics.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
EVENTS
client: Whirlpool
ROAD SHOW

Audio, video and light preparation for a travelling event.
Production of a film about chocolate.

Experiences
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PRODUCTIONS - INSTALLATIONS
client: Rimadesio
COLOGNE - GERMANY

Once again, the use of the multi-video projection technique allowed
us to recreate a dynamic environment where the projected images
become the true protagonists of the space.
Production for 7 screens, direction, coordination and installation of
the viewing system in Cologne.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
EXHIBITIONS
client: Verona Fiere - Regione Veneto
VERONA - JOB & ORIENTA

During the most important Italian events dedicated to guidance for
schooling, training, and work, Excogitare took care of the
technological preparation of the trade fair space reserved
to the Veneto Regional Administration for Verona Fiere.
A multi-purpose space used under the large umbrella of the Region
gave various schools and local bodies the possibility of expressing
their own potential and making themselves available to the general
public.

Experiences

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK
EVENTS
client: BASEBLU
VARESE

Inauguration of haute couture shop in the old town centre of Varese.
Creativity, direction, coordination, filming of events and
commemorative film production.

Experiences

Applications
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STEREOSCOPY
®

Ste
St
ereosc
eoscopy
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"Before entering the room where the film
was being projected, I was given a pair
of glasses. The film started up on a large
central screen.
Suddenly a peregrine falcon flew past my
head, and I instinctively ducked strange,
animals came out of the screen and into
the room with us, and then returned to
the screen...
I realised that the image also had depth,
it seemed like I was walking through a
nature reserve.
This was my first experience at the cinema
many years ago.
Today we produce stereoscopic films with
live multi-camera shots or shots in 2D
or 3D computer graphics.
We created turnkey systems for viewing
stereoscopic images.
An emotion
like the one from many
years ago ..."
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Applications
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MULTI-VIDEO PROJECTION
®

Lets think of a different way to watch
video-projected images:
Imagine a screen 52 metres wide and 3
metres high; look at the image with the
aid of 13 projectorso using 3 chip DLP
technology, 18200x1080 pixels resolution
with 130,000 Ansi Lumen...

Multi-Video
Multi-Video
Proj
ojec
ecti
tio
on

Use systems that match up the thirteen
images perfectly so that there are no
differences between them...
Make live 360° videos using 5 highdefinition, synchronous video cameras,
to exploit the resolution of the thirteen
video projectors to the maximum.
Produce 2D and 3D, high-definition
animation with computer graphics to
communicate the various types of
information with the maximum showlike input even in stereoscopy, if we
wish!
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We thought it!
We can do it for you too, using from 3 to
365 video-projectors or mixed technology.

Applications

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK

INTERNET
®

Inte
Int
erne
net
t

By exploiting the special features of
internet and a modular approach, we
can develop, from the more linear
solutions used for representative sites,
to more complex scenarios found in sites
that are integrated with company
procedures, software structures for the
online management of databanks and
dynamic contents.
As we are convinced that a continuous
evolution of content and the constant
updating of information resources are
vital strategic points for the success of a
company on the internet, we also assist
the client after the site creation, offering
assistance and updating services. The
full knowledge of security systems for
protection make our internet products
state of the art, safe products, while
limiting costs and development time.
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Applications
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WEB CONTACT
®

We integrate communication technologies
in a converging product for the re-creation
of company contact with the rest of the
world. The joining together of several
media (voice-video-data-web tools...) into
a single tool with the aim of improving
communications between intra-network
and extra-network users. A new way of
understanding communication in order
to overcome the limits of time and
distance.

Web Cont
Conta
act

WEB CONFERENCING
An evolution of the previous videoconferencing that connected users in a
single conference room with dedicated
tools. Now, prospects with webconferencing are on a totally different
level: improved efficiency and
communication time, with a considerable
reduction in costs. Several people can be
connected at the same time with the
possibility of interacting and sharing files
and computer programmes.
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Applications
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS
®

Compute
Comput
er Graphics
Graphics

We design and create 2D and 3D
animations using state of the art
technology.
The technical-artistic structure involved
in the various stages of the project
comprises highly specialised staff with
many years experience in the various
development areas of computer graphics.
The final results, a logo animation, a
short animated film a photo-realistic
packshot, a previewing of an architectural
model, is always a communications tool
that
adds
value
to
the
product/service/brand.
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There are several advantages to be found
by using new communications systems
such as CD-ROM and DVD. The messages
become clearer and incisive, thanks to
the interaction between images, text,
films, computer graphics animation,
speaking and music. Thanks to the speed
at which information is updated, each
change is immediate. The use of cd-rom
and DVD as multimedia supports, allows
company profiles, product catalogues,
company presentations, virtual
showrooms, annual reports and data
archives to be managed efficiently.

Applications
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PRODUCTIONS

®

Audio-visual production is a decisive
element for company communication.

Produc
oducti
tio
ons

Excogitare pays special attention to the
development and realisation of audiovisual projects in order to ensure the best
communication product to the client.
Men are the decisive element for the
success of a production; in fact Excogitare
works with highly qualified professionals:
Directors - authors - copy writers 
creative producers
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Constant study, research and updating
allow Excogitare to guarantee the best
technical support for their creations,
from the film  to all the various phases
of the electronic-digital processing
providing the best equipment for filming,
editing and post-production graphics

We make company films, commercials,
institutional films and documentaries.

Applications
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®

It looks like a normal USB key, but it is
practically a technological revolution for
all companies.
Thanks to the innovative circuit design,
it is possible to introduce a Virtual CDRom USB Device. This feature allows us
to add resident, non-erasable data to the
K2i AUDIO/VIDEO/DATA. It acts as a CD
device, which allows us to run any type
of programme in Autoplay mode. The
company can associate its own logo to
the K2i unit and enter its own
presentation, company data, advertising,
films etc to it. In this way, the clients
who are given the key will see the name
of the company each time they insert the
K2i, while using it for their own purposes.

K2i

It is possible to assign an individual world
ID by automatic login to portals, which
can recognise the users characteristics,
without entering the password. The portal
can be accessed by using RSA encoded
algorithms.
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We can make the K2i non-usable on any
type of computer (hardware block) and
then unlock it after achieving certain
conditions (e.g. visiting a certain site 3
times and the K2i becomes usable, or
during a minimum visit to company
multimedia stations at trade fairs).
It is also possible to insert a RFID
transponder and a biometric recognition
parameter (digital fingerprint).
PROJECT - SALE - HIRE  TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE
www.k2i.info

Applications
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Overview
The suite of products Slide-kit engine is
a new system for sharing, updating and
publishing PowerPoint documents in a
web environment.

SlideKit
SlideKi
t

The main functions and relative access
and consultation modes are divided into
three main reference applications:
archive, common work environment and
digital stage.
The application, developed on Java
architecture, is totally web-based and
available in ASP (application service
provider) mode through annual licence
contracts or by server-mode package
sale.
The system is fully modular. The log-in,
regulated by passwords chosen by the
client, makes the various consultation
modes accessible. For further system
protection hardware keys and client/side
certificates are available that guarantee
single user identification.
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The administrator manages the entire
system defining which documents can be
made available, which work groups can
be activated, which power point
presentations to make available for
company, product, training or post-event
presentations. The whole system
guarantees single user access traceability,
allowing monitoring of access to each
document each time this occurs.
To view the interactive demo:
www.excogitare.it/slidekit

Applications
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE
®

Digi
Di
git
tal Sig
Signage

Why Digital Signage

Applications

-to capture attention with multimedia
contents

-Information

Digital communication offers more
interesting, exciting multimedia contents;
it attracts more attention and increases
sales results
-Real time communication!
Unlike static images, digital
communication changes messages in real
time

-Promotions
Shops, shopping malls, large department
stores
-Entertainment
Restaurants and bars, theatres, casinos
-Education
Museums, schools, and training centres

-It saves space

-Other

Unlimited contents can be viewed on one
display, something that is very important
when there is limited space available.

Hospitals, lifts, buses, taxis

- Limited costs with great efficiency.
The displays are part of a network and
the right message is reproduced in the
right place at the right time
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Airports, hotels, trade fairs and
conference centres, company foyers

People

THE EXCOGITARE BOOK

®

People

Human resources at Excogitare can develop projects for
events, ensuring specific professional skills for each role.
The choice of technology to be used and the productions to
be created turn into unique, unforgettable effects, to make
the events the outmost HiTech Events.
Maurizio
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- marketing manager

Cristina

- administration

Ewald

- coordination

Jean Marc

- direction

Michela

- production manager

Giovanni

- multimedia projects

Alex

- telecommunication and multimedia projects

Liliana

- logistics

Alberto

- lights, sound and structures

Marco

- stereoscopy and multi-video projection

Mauro

- computer graphics

Paolo

- post production

Valerio

- direction

Mauro

- networking

Caterina

- internet

Lorenzo

- large screen visualisation

Paolo

- new media

References
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Banks & Financial institutes
Banca Agricola Mantovana
Banco Popolare di Verona e
Novara
Bloomberg
CityCorp
Comit
Gruppo Intesa BCI
Airlines
Alitalia
Meridiana
Swiss International Air

Refe
Ref
erence
nces
s

Fashion/Clothing/Accessories
Benetton
Chanel
Diadora
Gucci
Hermès
YKK Italia
Invicta
Montblanc
Trussardi
Versace
Ermenegildo Zegna
Furniture
Aiko
B & B Italia
Natuzzi
Rimadesio
Segis
Valli & Valli
Telecommunications/Cinema
Medusa Cinema
RAI
VideoTime
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Private and public
agencies/bodies
Altagamma
ANCE
Antonio Citterio and Partners
Barabino & Partners
Citygate
Ente Autonomo Fiere Verona
Fiera Milano
HBA Europe
Milan Exhibition Center
Poste Italiane
Regione Lombardia
Riserva Naturale Tevere Farfa
Smau
Spatium
Sudler&Hennessey
The Montenapoleone Foundation
The Police Force
Chemical/Pharmaceutical/Cos
metics
ALTANA Pharma
Amgen
Atkinsons
Dow Italia
GSK
Helsinn Healthcare
Novartis
Zambon
Insurance
Cattolica Assicurazioni
La Fondiaria Assicurazioni
Publishing
Il Sole 24 Ore
Mondadori

Information Technology
Datasys
EMC Group
Hewlett Packard
IBM
Microstrategy
Olivetti
Siemens
Sun Microsystems
Food & Beverage
Ferrari
Heineken
Pepsi-Cola
S. Pellegrino
Unilever
University/Research Institutes
IPSOA
Politecnico di Milano
Università Cattolica - Milan
Università Bocconi - Milan
Telecommunications
Alcatel
Infostrada
Motorola
Omnitel
Telecom / TIM
Household appliances/Energy
AGIP
BTicino
ENEL
Nardi
Vortice
Whirpool
Mechanical/Car/Chemical Ind.
Agusta
FIAT
Good Year
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